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ASSIGNMENT CHECKLIST 
 
Over the course of the program and in consultation with their Mentor, students must complete a journal, three book reports and 
four papers. The following checklist outlines the assignment requirements. Consult the Recommended Reading List for books. 
Details are at the discretion of the Mentor. Submit the completed assignments to your Mentor only. When all assignments have 
been completed, have your Mentor sign this sheet and submit with your Initial Certification Application.  
 
Mentors are responsible to initial beside each assignment below at the end of the student’s program, confirming that they have 
read and discussed the assignment noted to support satisfactory understanding of each element. 
 
Note: If completed assignments were not exactly as outlined below, please provide a list of assignments as completed. 
  
Assignment Checklist: 
 
A) Workshop/Class Journal 

 
   A log or journal with notes on all your workshops and classes as you go through the program. A sample outline is 

provided, and these Journal Pages may be copied for each workshop or series of classes and compiled in a binder, 
or through any other method approved by the Mentor. The record should provide a summary or description of each 
workshop: the material covered, and any comments you had on the elements included, theory, methodology, 
philosophy, etc. Brief comments on regular classes may also be included but need not be as detailed. As part of the 
required practicum hours, students will arrange regular meetings with their Mentor where these notes may be 
consulted to integrate learning and highlight any questions or concerns that arise. Note that Mentors may charge 
an hourly rate for individual meetings or may conduct small group classes in this regard. 

 
B) Three Book Reports chosen in consultation with your Mentor and the Recommended Reading List (Appendix D):  

 
   Name of book:   

   Name of book:   

   Name of book:   

 
C) Four Papers: 

 
  Paper on the Yoga Sutras: What is Raja Yoga? Write a brief synopsis of Patanjali's 8-fold path. Identify the central 

point or focus of each of the four Padas (chapters). Feel free to refer to introductory comments of the translator / 
commentator from your chosen source but document any ideas that aren’t your own.  

 
  Paper on the Bhagavad Gita: Outline of the content and significance of the Bhagavad Gita. Discuss Jnana Yoga, 

Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga and the Gunas. 
 
   Paper on subtle body anatomy: Define Kundalini and name the 3 central nadis of the body and their connection to 

the Kundalini. Discuss the chakras. 
 
   Paper on special concerns: Describe 5 of the main, simple special concerns or conditions you might encounter in a 

beginner’s class which may need teaching adaptations of a pose or poses and outline the primary risks involved, 
main contraindications, and one adaptation or supportive asana for each need (or area). Some examples include 
menstruation or pregnancy, structural limitations or old injuries such as a sore knee or shoulder. Be aware that 
students with current and untreated injuries or diagnosed medical conditions (e.g. un-medicated hypertension or 
diabetes) should be referred to a medical practitioner or other qualified health professional. 

 
I affirm that TTP student (print name)    has completed all the above requirements.  
 
Signed:    Date:   
 (Mentor) 


